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Like so much of the work of Franz Kafka, Herman Melville’s “Bartleby” nearly defies coherent criticism. Working on a level that is both abstract and allegorical, Melville forged “Bartleby” out of a tremendous number of ideas, leaving the reader with a story that can be read in a great variety of ways, many of these readings contradictory and dissonant. Laced throughout “Bartleby” are plotlines having to do with Northern Slavery, supposed self-discovery (by the lawyer - which is ridiculous), a parable of the absurd, a story of unrelenting pessimism, an experiment in narration, and a lesson in why timidity is poor business practice. Perhaps the most ambiguous thread in “Bartleby” is the strange dialectic occurring between determinism and free will. At best, Melville hints at the possibility of this philosophical reading; however, the text is loaded with commentary on the subject. One could even claim that “Bartleby” is a parable of Schopenhauerian asceticism and an anticipation of Sisyphean, Camus’ absurd hero. This paper will be an examination of this tension between determinism and free will with the ultimate purpose of attempting to locate a synthesis to this seemingly uncompromising dialectic.

It is an understatement to say that Bartleby is a rather eccentric character. From the first description we get of him it is clear that he is an anomaly. “In answer to my advertisement, a motionless young man one morning stood upon my office threshold, the door being open, for it was summer. I can see that figure now - pallidly neat, pitifully respectable, incurably forlorn! It was Bartleby” (Melville 9). Talk about a bizarre way to describe a person! The adjectives - neat, respectable, and forlorn - are not out of the ordinary, but the syntactically odd adverbs are quite strange for a first impression: pallidly, pitifully, incurably. Already we are given the impression that Bartleby has some type of illness - something that begs the question of how the narrator came to this conclusion on first sight (and further begs the question of the narrator’s authenticity, which will be examined later).

Immediately Bartleby is distinguished from the other employees by having his desk situated on the attorney’s side of the division in the office. His desk was placed there “so as to have this quiet man within easy call, in case any trifling thing was to be done” (9). Initially, Bartleby was an exemplary employee who was “cheerfully industrious” (9). Before long the lawyer gets the first indications that even if there were “trifling things” to be done, Bartleby would not be the one doing them. We are introduced to Bartleby’s favorite word: prefer. Asked to proofread some copyging he had done, Bartleby calmly replies that he “would prefer not to.” The choice of verb is deliberate (as soon becomes evident by the repeated use) - prefer. Not once does Bartleby say he “will” not; he completely avoids the use of the verb “to be.” This linguistic clue as to what’s going on inside Bartleby is one of the few clues we have into his actual mental state. In the entirety of the story, Bartleby makes only one active action - he shows up and applies for the open position. From this point we find Bartleby quickly retreating from this position into himself. Bartleby’s only actions (after this first one) are all reactions - he never once begins conversation, he never once asserts his will. When he states he would “prefer” not to do something he is not willing something to happen, but the opposite: not willing something to happen. Even the (somewhat blind) narrator sees this. “Poor fellow! thought I, he means no mischief; it is plain he intends no insolence; his aspect sufficiently evinces that his eccentricities are involuntary” (13, italics mine).

With every step away from expected, “normal” behavior Bartleby retreats into himself in a sort of ascetic flight from the world. Each time he draws nearer himself he becomes more maddening for the lawyer and the other employees. We find concentric circles of walls: Wall Street, the walls that surround the building, the walls of the building (and the windows), the division between the lawyer’s side and the employee’s side of the office, and the barrier between Bartleby’s desk and the lawyer. Bartleby is simply erecting even more walls - first between himself and the others, and then between himself and the physical world, and then, finally, within himself. These increasingly tight barriers show Bartleby whittling away at the temptations of life, ridding himself of everything but his essential self.

In the World as Will and Representation, Arthur Schopenhauer puts forth a conception of human metaphysical reality that is eerily similar to the journey that Bartleby undertakes. Melville probably would have liked Schopenhauer - they’re both dark and pessimist. In order to understand how Schopenhauer reaches his endorsement of asceticism I must first preface with a whirlwind overview of his philosophy. For Schopenhauer, there is one thing-in-itself (the inner content, the essence of the world): the will to life. The will to life is in a state of freedom. Individual beings that are alive are termed phenomena. “As the will is the thing-in-itself, the inner content, the essence of the world, but life, the visible world, the phenomenon, is only the mirror of the will, this world will accompany the will as inseparably as a body is accompanied by its shadow; and if will exists, then life, the world, will exist” (Schopenhauer 275). The most important thing to understand at this point is that the will to life necessitates and determines the actions of the phenomenon; while the thing-in-itself, the will to life, is freedom, the actual phenomenal world is determined. A wolf kills prey and eats due to the will to life; a flower grows towards sunlight due to the will to life, etc.

Man, like a wolf or a flower or bacteria, is a phenomenon. However, unlike these phenomena, man has the ability to reflect upon himself and is in the unique position of recognizing the thing-in-itself in himself.
Like every other part of nature, man is objectivity of the will; therefore all that we have said holds good of Bartleby. Just as every part of nature has its forces and qualities that definitely react to a definite impression, and constitute its character, so man has his character, from which the motives call forth his actions with necessity. In this way of acting his empirical character reveals itself, but in this again is revealed his intelligible character, i.e., the will in itself, of which he is the determined phenomenon

Given this metaphysical structure it would seem logically impossible for human beings to be awarded free will: all will is determined by the will to life. There is one loop-hole, though: since man is the only phenomenon that is aware of his condition, he is aware that he is determined. This being the case, Schopenhauer argues, there is one path to free activity available: the renunciation of the will to life. Schopenhauer qualifies this by stating that “Far from being the denial of the will [to life], suicide is the phenomenon of the will’s strong affirmation. For denial has its essential nature in the fact that the pleasures of life, its sorrows, are shunned. The suicide wills life, and is dissatisfied merely with the conditions on which it has come to him” (398). However, through a sort of ascetic life one is able to act freely and deny the will to life.

Thus the freedom which in other respects, as belonging to the thing-in-itself, cannot ever show itself in the phenomenon, in such a case appears in this phenomenon, and by abolishing the essential nature at the root of the phenomenon, whilst the phenomenon itself still continues to exist in time, it brings about a contradiction of the phenomenon with itself. In just this way, it exhibits the phenomena of holiness and self-denial (288).

One of the reasons, I suspect, that this philosophically diletant idea is overlooked in “Bartleby” must be due to the change in writing style and mood. Gone are the long, highly philosophical diatribes of ascetic life one is able to act freely and deny the will to life. Bartleby is a nearly perfect embodiment of Schopenhauer’s asceticism - compare the change in writing style and mood. Gone are the long, high-sounding sentences. The refusal to will on Bartleby’s behalf enables him to usurp the favored way of life of the lawyer: “I am a man who, from his youth upwards, has been filled with a profound conviction that the easiest way of life is the best” (Melville 3). So we find that the power of the lawyer, which he feels is the way towards the “easiest way of life”, actually ends up enslaving him to the renunciation of Bartleby, who, by renouncing the will of power (which is exercised). thereby makes himself a man who, from his youth upwards, has been filled with a profound conviction that the easiest way of life is the best.

Bartleby rejects the role he is expected to play within the construction (boss/worker) he is left naked and how to find oneself in the ascetic solipsism of Bartleby and Schopenhauer.

As I mentioned at the outset, Bartleby anticipates a move made by Camus with his idea of Sisyphus as the absurd hero. Sisyphus, too, is an inadequate synthesis in this diabolic, but he is closer than either Bartleby or the lawyer. Living in a state of existential authenticity and having achieved Sisyphus is a definite step forward. We must admire Bartleby for the courage to attempt what he does, but surely this slow withering into nothingness is not and cannot be the solution to this free will/determination dilemma. Sisyphus seems even more radical than Bartleby. Sisyphus, fully aware of his freedom, chooses to take the rock, to take responsibility. His rock - his burden (his life) - awaits him. Bartleby, presumably, would simply “prefer” not to face this rock. Ah, but the rock remains! Sisyphus asserts a certain dignity absent in Bartleby. “At each of those moments when he leaves the heights and gradually sinks to towards the lairs of the gods, he superior to his fate. He is stronger than his rock” (Camus 121). At the very least Sisyphus recognizes the rock - his world, his fellow men - and has the courage to take responsibility for it, not slipping into the ascetic solipsism of Bartleby and Schopenhauer.

However, despite what Camus has asserted, I have a difficult time imagining a truly happy Sisyphus, endlessly trudging up that damn mountain with his rock, only to come back down and begin again...endlessly (this “endlessly” is important: think just for a second what word could possibly mean for him). And so we are still on a quest to find our hero, our superman. Or perhaps Schopenhauer is right: “con­ stantly suffering is essential to all life” (Schopenhauer 283). Maybe Sisyphus need not be happy.

Ah, Bartleby! Ah, Sisyphus! Ah, humanity!
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